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Expert guide explains how to construct several types of puppets and presents exercises
for developing distinctive voices, learning puppet movement. Includes stage design,
writing plays, directing productions, more. Over 150 black-and-white illustrations.
Thirty fun-to-color illustrations take youngsters to the make-believe world of Little Red
Riding Hood, Puss in Boots, Thumbelina, Beauty and the Beast, the Golden Goose,
Pinocchio, the Ugly Duckling, and other beloved characters — all portrayed in familiar
surroundings.
Frisky felines of every variety await your hues as they lounge, hunt, and play in a
wonderful collection of 23 illustrations. Purr-fectly entertaining for both coloring
enthusiasts and cat lovers!
Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire is the most definitive publication on the status of
the euphonium in the history of this often misunderstood and frequently underappreciated instrument. This volume documents the rich history, the wealth of
repertoire, and the incredible discography of the euphonium. Music educators,
composers/arrangers, instrument historians, performers on other instruments, and
students of the euphonium (baritone horn, tenor tuba, etc.) will find the exhaustive
research evident in this volume's pages to be compelling and comprehensive.
Contributors are Lloyd Bone, Brian L. Bowman, Neal Corwell, Adam Frey, Marc
Dickman, Bryce Edwards, Seth D. Fletcher, Carroll Gotcher, Atticus Hensley, Lisa M.
Hocking, Sharon Huff, Kenneth R. Kroesche, R. Winston Morris, John Mueller, Michael
B. O'Connor, Eric Paull, Joseph Skillen, Kelly Thomas, Demondrae Thurman, Matthew
J. Tropman, and Mark J. Walker.
Wonderful World of Horses Coloring Book 100 HORSES ??????? 100 majestic, fullpage illustrations. Marjorie Sarnat portrays horses as symbols of beauty, romance, and
freedom in images of breathtaking breeds with flowing manes, draped with garlands,
running through fields of wildflowers and along the shore, and in other idyllic settings.
Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display.
Specially designed for experienced colorists, Dream Horses and other adult coloring
books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also
an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress
International vaudeville star and Broadway prima ballerina Jeanne Devereaux
performed for millions across America and Europe from age eleven until her retirement
at forty. A headliner at Radio City Music Hall, she led a large group of performers on
one of the first USO Camp Shows tours to Japan. Born Jean Helman, she entered
showbiz as a dancing trouper performing in palatial theaters and was one of the last
vaudevillians surviving into the 2010s. In her later years living in Pasadena, California,
Devereaux indulged her passion for research and writing in the Huntington Library's
Rothenberg Reading Room, losing none of her intelligence and wit despite a fading
memory. Drawing on personal interviews, theatrical programs, and her diary and letters,
this biography illuminates the life and career of one of vaudeville's stars of stage, film,
and television.
Horses take hold of our imaginations when they gallop across the plains whinnying into
the wind. But most of all, horses capture our hearts. And it's said they've done more to
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change human history than any other domestic animal. John Green skillfully portrays
the legendary grace and beauty of this animal in a collection of 100 illustrations.Brief
captions supplement an impressive panorama of one of the world's best-loved and
most highly prized animals.

Jimmy Skunk gets even, Reddy Fox learns a lesson about preparedness, and
Peter Rabbit gets his comeuppance. An engaging tale with gentle lessons about
courtesy, kindness, and preparedness.
Forty different puzzles introduce youngsters to Tyrannosaurus Rex,
Parasaurolophus, Velociraptor, Apatosaurus, Styracosaurus, and more. Captions
and solutions.
Poor Mrs. Quack the Duck has suffered terrible misfortunes at the hands of
hunters. Peter Rabbit and other animals in the Green Forest band together to
help. Reset in easy-to-read type. 6 new illustrations.
Welcome to the wonderful world of the lovely Princess Leonora™! • Over 140
stickers and tattoos including many that glitter • Paper doll with ball gown, tiara,
riding outfit, and much more • 2 complete coloring books including a stained
glass edition• 11 x 17 Poster• CrayonsSpecial Bonus! Tiara and Ring
By the middle 1800s, toys were appearing in forms that drew upon--and that
inspired--advances in areas such as optics, biology, geography, transportation,
and automation. In these decades, too, a new type of wonder tale was being
brought to maturity by a Poe-inspired Jules Verne. The modern wonder tale's
highly-charged vision expressed the hopes and the fears, and the delights and
the traumas, engendered by "new worlds idealism"--that Western pursuit of both
mechanical and geographical conquest. Exploring realms belonging to childhood,
literature, science, and history, this innovative study weaves together the
histories of wonder tales and children's toys, focusing specifically on their modern
aspects and how they reflect and express the social attitudes of that time period
beginning around 1859 and ending around 1957.
A compilation of twenty stories featuring animals, excerpted from Burgess's
longer animal tales.
Dover Publications-Wonderful World of Horses Coloring Book(Dover Nature
Coloring Book)Wonderful World of Horses Coloring BookCourier Corporation
Colorists and horse lovers of all ages will treasure this splendid tribute to horses of the world.
Illustrator John Green, a specialist in realistic depictions of animals, excels at drawing horses.
This collection of his best equine images features draft animals as well as sporting creatures —
thoroughbreds, mavericks, coach horses, show horses, polo ponies, and many other
magnificent steeds. Informative captions offer accurate background information on each
image.
The most trustworthy source of information available today on savings and investments, taxes,
money management, home ownership and many other personal finance topics.
A selection of seventeen previously-published animal stories, with color versions of the original
illustrations.
Not only can children color the outside of this planet-friendly boxed set, inside they'll find: ?
Wonderful World of Horses Coloring Book: 30 ready-to-color illustrations ? Favorite Horses
Coloring Book: 30 different breeds including thoroughbreds & pintos ? 11 x 16 two-sided Color
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Your Own poster ? Crayons
Thirty fun-to-color illustrations introduce young children to the wonderful world of make-believe,
among them Little Red Riding Hood, Puss in Boots, the Golden Goose, and Pinocchio. Free
Teacher's Manual available. Grades: PreK–K.
Great Adventures Birds coloring book: high quality black and white drawings This collection of
his best birds images features animals as well as sporting birds -- thoroughbirds, coach birds,
show birds, and many other magnificent birds. page: 120 pages size: 6" x 9" inches no bleed
Limited Time Offer - regular price 19.24 $
The other animals are frightened when Buster Bear comes to live in the Green Forest, until he
gets into trouble trying to steal blueberries from Farmer Brown's boy and they realize he is not
very different from them.

Celebrate one of the world's best-loved and most highly prized animals with this 3-inone collection! The fun pack contains 30 fun-to-color illustrations: mounted riders,
mares with their colts, a stallion rearing up on its hind legs, horses racing across fields,
walking, galloping, trotting, and more; 10 shiny stickers: a speedy thoroughbred,
massive Clydesdale, beautiful Palomino, showy Arabian, and six other breeds; and 6
lifelike stickers: Appaloosa, Mustang, Palomino, Hanoverian, Pinto, and Arabian.
Step-by-step instructions, accompanied by diagrams, explain the basics of both hand
and machine sewing. Twenty-two appealing projects include appliques, pennants,
cushion covers, tote bags, and other simple designs.
Thirty handsome illustrations capture the legendary grace and beauty of the horse and
are ready to come alive with your colors. Captions.
Kaleidoscopes—with their endlessly changing patterns—have captivated imaginations for
centuries. This unique collection features thirty of these circularly arranged images,
created from multiple views of butterflies, fish, beetles, and other creatures of nature.
Enchanting tale about a boy who can understand the speech of animals, imparting
information about nature, geography, and native folklore.
Great Adventures Chameleon coloring book: 2021 high quality black and white
drawings This collection of his best Chameleon images features as well as other
Lizards breed, mavericks, and many other magnificent lizard. page: 120 pages size: 6"
x 9" inches no bleed
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions
to Periodicals July - December)

Downy the Woodpecker, Spooky the Screech Owl, and other winged creatures
tell Peter Cottontail about their migration patterns, calls, nesting habits, and more
in this blend of fact and fiction. 32 black-and-white illustrations.
Great Adventures horses coloring book: 2021 high quality black and white
drawings This collection of his best equine images features draft animals as well
as sporting creatures -- thoroughbreds, mavericks, coach horses, show horses,
polo ponies, and many other magnificent steeds. page: 120 pages size : 6" x 9"
inches no bleed Limited Time Offer - regular price 10$ you will both love horse
coloring books. it's the perfect way to do that
Great Adventures sea life Coloring Book: 2021 high-quality black and white
graphicsThis collection of his best marine life pictures plus other surprises, and
many other wonderful marine animals. page: 120 pages size: 6" x 9" inches no
bleed
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2 dolls (boy and girl) and 29 costumes for gardening, a dinner party, formal
dance, boating, tennis, baseball, other activities. Rendered with period accuracy
and precise detail.
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